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The 10th Sun Military Awards, (aka ‘The Millies’), were for the first time held at The Banqueting Hall in
London. These prestigious awards for our Armed Forces recognise heroism, overcoming adversity,
innovation and inspiring others. Attendees include military personnel and their families, politicians,
including the Prime Minister Theresa May, and celebrities from the world of TV, sport and film.
Over 10 years Clear Signal has crafted the ‘Millies’ brand through research and careful
recognition of the awards purpose - celebrating the Armed Forces. The route for the 10th
Millies evolves the brand through the use of ‘hero’ images treated in a ‘double exposure’ style,
conveying drama, depth and texture. The high contrast treatment has hidden depths - notice
other images are ‘ghosted’ within. It gives a positive, contemporary edge and a dramatic
visual impact to the many images of the armed forces used during the ceremony.
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Since inception in 2008 (the concept was originated by HRH Prince Charles), Clear Signal has
been responsible for the design, production and management of The Millies visual brand, including
design of the original iconic logo, multiple large format graphics (24 metres long!), gifts, awards
brochure, assorted literature and video presentations and award stings - all to a very tight deadline.
Our annual brief is simple and direct; create (and evolve) a stunning, high impact multimedia
visual brand for all award attendees and the wider public, showcasing the bravery and
sacrifice of our military personnel using through the best MoD imagery available.
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What did we do?

From their inception in 2008 our brief has been broad
and wide-ranging, covering creation and management
of the visual brand identity and continuously evolving
visual style which is applied to a host of formats,
including large format graphics, brochures and video.

Brand

Print

Digital

Visual brand creation
and development

Brochure

The Millies introductory film
Nominee video presentations

Logo

Large format graphics
and banners

Copywriting

Marketing literature

Photography

Signage

Award winner video presentations

Gifts
Print management
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Awards brochure (printed on uncoated recycled stock)
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Programme of Events

Tonight’s Menu

1800 Champagne Reception

Main Course

1930 Awards Ceremony
Commences
Soprano Alicia Lowes will perform
at the start of the ceremony

2100 Awards Ceremony Ends
A performance by the Corps of Drums
from the Band of Her Majesty’s
Royal Marines Collingwood

2115
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Dinner is served

2330 Carriages

Roasted fillet of beef on a braised
cheek bourguignon with smoked
marrow bone butter, baby vegetables
and potato croutons

Dessert
A selection of the following:
Lemon cheesecake cream with
limoncello jelly, digestive crumb
and a lemon-almond brittle
Sticky chocolate date cake with
morello cherry panna cotta and
white chocolate shards
Layered white, dark and milk
Valrhona chocolate creams with
a crystallised chocolate crumb
and crushed honeycomb

Tea, Coffee and Homemade Petits Fours

Wines
White - La Serre Sauvignon Blanc 2016
Red - La Serre Merlot 2015
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Vegetarian Main Course
Sweet carrot and soya bean croquettes,
baby vegetables, potato croutons and a
heritage tomato salsa
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The awards ceremony will be filmed for broadcast on Forces TV
on Monday 18 December at 1800 repeated at 2200

Recognising the excellence
of our Armed Forces
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Hero Overseas – Individual

Air Engineering Technician
Stu Rogers
HMS Monmouth, Royal Navy

Sergeant Kirsty Lyon-Taylor
4626 Squadron, RAF Brize
Norton, RAF

Some 14 sailors owe their lives to the
bravery and leadership of Leading
Seaman Sally Hughes and her team.

When a tanker issued a distress call
in the middle of the Indian Ocean,
HMS Monmouth and her chopper
crew raced to the scene.

This spring, Sergeant Kirsty
Lyon-Taylor deployed on Medical
Emergency Response Team duties,
providing emergency care to the
British Army Training Unit in Kenya.

In February, HMS Dragon was
diverted to rescue the yacht Clyde
Challenger 500 miles south-west
of Land’s End. The yacht had lost
its mast in 18 foot seas and was
damaged in a failed rescue attempt
by a nearby merchant vessel.
HMS Dragon arrived on the scene
as the yacht was taking on water and
drifting further out into a worsening
Atlantic storm. The rescue fell to
LS Hughes who drove the ship’s
seaboats – 24 foot rigid inflatable
boats – to save the crew.
Conditions were dangerous with
the seaboat and yacht regularly
completely lost from view as they
dipped into the huge Atlantic swell
in 40 knot winds.

What followed was a dramatic
day-long international rescue which
saved 13 lives. As the tanker sank,
merchant vessels stepped in to
save 12 people – but there was one
remaining person in the water.
The task of saving the lone survivor
fell to Air Engineering Technician
Stu Rogers – a winchman on the
ship’s Wildcat helicopter. He was
repeatedly swamped by waves as
he spent half an hour trying to hook
the stricken sailor and winch him up
to safety.
Exhausted, and with fuel running
low, at the last moment AET Rogers
did it, and saved the sailor’s life.

Despite the danger to herself and
her crewmates, LS Hughes made
13 approaches over a gruelling twohour period to lift the crew off the
stricken yacht and ferry them back
to the safety.
During one rescue run, the seaboat
was swung into the side of HMS
Dragon by the high seas and the
force of the impact punctured the
boat and injured LS Hughes’s arm.
She simply switched boats and
persevered with the rescue, rather
than have a shipmate take her place,
which is a testament to her bravery
and determination.
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During a routine shift, she received an
emergency evacuation request. While
the details were sketchy, the injuries
were clearly serious as a woman had
been shot in the abdomen.
Sgt Lyon-Taylor prepared the
equipment, the helicopter and its
crew. But the scenario was about to
get more pressured as she received
word the patient had been identified
as a high-profile and influential figure
in Kenya. Kuki Gallmann, a best-selling
author, poet, environmental activist
and conservationist had been shot
while patrolling her conservation park.
Sgt Lyon-Taylor and her colleague,
unfazed by potential political
sensitivities and media interest,
worked together in hot, cramped
conditions, administering blood and
vital life-saving treatments.
Thanks to Sgt Lyon-Taylor’s skill
and professionalism the patient
was delivered to hospital in a
stable condition.

Officer Cadet Padmaja Das
Royal Navy Reserves

Former Senior Aircraftman
Luke Wigman and former
Captain Ibi Ali
RAF Regiment, RAF, and The
Yorkshire Regiment, Army

Row 2 Recovery
Tri-service

Adversity can manifest itself in
many guises – and for Officer
Cadet Padmaja Das the adversity
she conquered came through dint
of her humble beginnings.

This pair of wounded war
veterans went above and beyond
to complete arguably the toughest
running race around – the World
Marathon Challenge.

Born in a small village in India,
OC Das came to London in 2002
and thrived. After completing GCSEs
and A Levels she achieved a BTEC in
electronic engineering.

RAF paratrooper Luke Wigman
suffered horrific leg injuries in a
bomb blast while mentoring Afghan
troops in Helmand in 2011. And
former officer Ibi Ali lost his arm
to a road side bomb in Iraq.

Four veterans, Lee Spencer, Nigel
Rogoff, Paddy Gallagher and Cayle
Royce, overcame adversity to become
the first all-amputee crew to row
across an ocean by successfully
completing the Atlantic Challenge
after 46 days at sea.

She read aerospace engineering
at university whilst working night
shifts at Debenhams to pay the fees.
She achieved a masters in the same
subject and after 138 job applications
was employed as a specialist instructor
at the Engineering School, HMS Sultan.

But together they ran seven
marathons, in seven days, on seven
continents to raise vital funds for a
new rehabilitation centre for fellow
injured or sick troops.

Promoted as a Civil Servant,
OC Das moved to RAF Cosford
to train engineering officers in
aerodynamics, thermodynamics
and engineering mathematics.

Starting in Antarctica, the pair ran
consecutive 26.2 mile races in Chile,
Miami, Madrid, Marrakech, Dubai and
Sydney. They endured exhaustion,
sleep deprivation plus thousands
of miles of air travel to tackle the
brutal challenge.

In her spare time she is a STEM
Ambassador for the Royal Navy,
visiting schools to promote
engineering and to inspire students.
Actively involved with the Ethnic
Minorities Team and Female
Engagement Team for the Royal
Navy, she is able to connect with
Indian, Pakistani and Bengali
communities in all three languages.
OC Das has got to where she
is today by being focused and
determined. She wears her Royal
Navy uniform with pride, doing her
duty for the country that enabled
her to realise her dreams.
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2. Overcoming Adversity

Leading Seaman
Sally Hughes
HMS Dragon, Royal Navy
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This dish is only for those who specified they
are vegetarians; it is not an ‘alternative’ option

Demonstrating the extraordinary
things that can be achieved after
injury, the Row2Recovery team
took on one of the world’s toughest
rows – crossing a gruelling 3,000
miles unaided in just a rowing boat.
The veterans, who nicknamed
themselves the Legless Rowers, took
on the challenge to raise awareness
of life beyond injury for Servicemen
and women and to inspire others to
take on adventures of their own.
Not only have they inspired the
serving community and their fellow
wounded, they have also inspired
Britain’s civilian disabled community.

Mr Ali became the first amputee to
complete the race while Mr Wigman
completed the race in the third
fastest time ever.
Along the way they raised thousands
for the Defence and National
Rehabilitation Centre, currently being
built in Loughborough to replace
the Defence Medical Rehabilitation
Centre Headley Court.
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Large format graphic master imagery
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Large format graphic master imagery
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Detail of large format imagery

Images from the awards ceremony

The Millies nominees, award winners and guests
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What did our Client say?

A huge thank you for the tremendous contribution the
Clear Signal team played in the visual planning and
execution of the Millies, this year at The Banqueting
House. The feedback from all our guests as been
amazing - nominees, celebrity guests and military
chiefs, they were all immensely impressed with the
event. It is always a challenge to keep the look and
feel of an annual event fresh but I’m delighted Clear
Signal embrace this challenge with such enthusiasm!
Lorna Carmichael, PR Manager, News UK
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Thank you.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Charlotte Canning
Business Development
call 01256 370909 or email charlotte@clear-signal.com

clear-signal.com
@clear_signal

The Black Barn, Farleigh Road, Cliddesden, Hampshire RG25 2JL
Contact information

